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Lynne Hudson

IRC Process going
forward

Thank you for being accessible to voters wishing to share their views about redistricting. I consider myself a Tucsonan,
although I live north of the city limits and adjacent to the Catalina Foothills. I attended both Tucson sessions via Zoom. On
Saturday, several speakers who reside in exurban communities like Oro Valley and Marana spoke passionately that they
wanted to be in districts wi h “like-minded” voters. Addressing their communities of interest, they described what they
valued about their geographical areas --good schools, safe neighborhoods, access to quality health care, air and water,
recreational venues, and more. Interestingly, these are things Tucsonans value as well, though the similarities were
overlooked by the folks from Oro Valley and Marana. Their common theme was “We don’t want to be in the same district as
them because we have absolutely nothing in common.” Their focus was not on what unites us. They seemed to want to
build silos, not bridges.
So let’s state the obvious here. Tucson is more diverse, racially, ethnically, and economically. Tucson has its share of
wealthy people, but it has a larger percentage of poorer folks as well. Residents of both geographical areas want safe
neighborhoods, but crime rates are higher in poorer areas where residents have a harder time meeting their basic needs.
The desire of folks from affluent areas to preserve what they have is understandable and should be respected. Less
privileged citizens should be understood and respected as well, but many need more than hat. They need government
assistance to promote heir general welfare, something guaranteed under the Cons itution. I continue to believe the
majority of Arizonans support that. And I suspect that when citizens from different socioeconomic backgrounds sit down
together to discuss the problems faced by poor folks (whether that be in urban, rural or tribal areas), they can find solu ions
that benefit everyone. For example, they might reach consensus that all Arizonans would be better off if a larger share of
the AZ corrections budget (reportedly $1.3 billion last year) was spent in local communities on diversion and drug treatment
programs and on reducing the caseloads of probation officers so they could provide more support to help their clients stay
out of prison.
Here’s one more example. All Arizona residents want good schools, but schools in poorer areas are not as well funded as
those in affluent areas because poorer communities lack the means to supplement State school funding with local tax
dollars. As a result, children with the greatest needs have the fewest resources. In most states, lawmakers acknowledge
this and allocate additional funding for low-income students. Arizona does not. Arizona also has trouble attracting and
retaining good teachers because our teacher salaries are not competi ive. The governor talks often about the progress we
have made in this area, but the fact is that recent hikes in teacher salaries have barely moved the needle. Studies
document that Arizona now ranks 48th rather han 49th place among the 50 states.
The most troubling thing to say about Arizona education funding is that the disparities are by design, planned and enacted
on a party line vote by our Arizona Legislature. The most encouraging thing to say about Arizona’s current education
policies is that they are not endorsed by the majority of Arizona voters. The majority know good schools benefit all of us,
producing employable graduates who pay taxes, raise families, and stay out of trouble. The majority know good schools
and a reliable workforce grow the economy by attracting new businesses to Arizona.
The most promising thing to say regarding educational inequities in Arizona is that the majority of voters were so fed up
with the Legislature’s failure to draft and pass educational reform that they took matters into their own hands. They drafted
their own bill, Prop 208, that addressed the problems and passed he measure on a bipartisan basis in 2020. This is
reminiscent, of course, of Prop 106, the citizen’s ballot initiative hat created the Independent Redistricting Commission in
2000. The success of both initia ives demonstrates the majority of Arizonans want fairness and can and will work together
to pass legislation that benefits all of us.
The success of these citizen initia ives also begs he question: Why was the Arizona Legislature not responsive to this
voting majority? One possible answer is that our legislators are not hearing the voices of enough Arizonans when they visit
their districts. The task before us is to be sure they hear our voices going forward so we don’t have to do their work for
them.
A key takeaway from the success of Propositions 106 and 208 is that he collaboration necessary to pass legislation hat
benefits all Arizonans does not occur in silos inhabited only by “like-minded” folks. It happens when people wi h different
ideas and perspectives meet, when their paths cross, when they must explain and justify their positions to each other. One
way to make paths cross is to create voting districts that have somewhat equal representation. (Arizonans who want to see
this kind of collaboration at work need only watch public meetings of the Arizona Independent Redistricting Commission.)
An added benefit of drawing more inclusive voting districts is that potential candidates (and eventual winners) will be more
aware of and accountable to heir constituents’ diverse views.
In closing, let me address the concern par isans from both poli ical parties are likely to raise, i.e., competitive districts will
cause party control to flip more often. This might well happen, but if and when it does, it is likely to be because voters
considered many ideas and many candidates and the best prevailed. I believe good solutions should always take priority
over party control. Arizona is fairly evenly divided among Republicans, Democrats, and Independents. It is time we unite
to support good ideas.
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Lynne hudson

Participation

Thank you for being accessible to voters wishing to share their views about redistricting. I consider myself a Tucsonan,
although I live north of the city limits and adjacent to the Catalina Foothills. I attended both Tucson sessions via Zoom. On
Saturday, several speakers who reside in exurban communities like Oro Valley and Marana spoke passionately that they
wanted to be in districts wi h “like-minded” voters. Addressing their communities of interest, they described what they
valued about their geographical areas --good schools, safe neighborhoods, access to quality health care, air and water,
recreational venues, and more. Interestingly, these are things Tucsonans value as well, though the similarities were
overlooked by the Oro Valley and Marana speakers I cited above. Their common heme was “We don’t want to be in the
same district as them because we have absolutely nothing in common.” Their focus was not on what unites us. They
seemed to want to build silos, not bridges.
So let’s state the obvious here. Tucson is more diverse, racially, ethnically, and economically. Tucson has its share of
wealthy people, but it has a larger percentage of poorer folks as well. Crime rates are higher in Tucson and any poorer
areas because many residents have a harder time meeting their basic needs. The desire of folks from affluent areas to
preserve what they have is understandable and should be respected. Less privileged ci izens should be understood and
respected as well, but many may need government assistance to promote their general welfare, something guaranteed
under the Cons itution. I believe the majority of Arizonans understand and support that. And I suspect that when citizens
from different socioeconomic backgrounds sit down together to discuss the problems faced by poor folks (whether that be
in urban, rural or tribal areas), they can find solutions that benefit everyone. For example, they might reach consensus that
all Arizonans would be better off if a larger share of the AZ corrections budget (reportedly $1.3 billion last year) was spent in
local communi ies on education, diversion and drug treatment programs, reducing the caseloads of probation officers so
they could provide more support to help their clients avoid prison entirely or avoid returning to prison for violations.
Here’s one more example. All Arizona residents want good schools, but schools in poorer areas are not as well funded as
those in affluent areas because poorer communities lack the means to supplement State school funding with local tax
dollars. As a result, children with the greatest needs have the fewest resources. In most states, lawmakers acknowledge
this and allocate additional funding for low-income students. Arizona does not. Arizona also has trouble attracting and
retaining good teachers because our teacher salaries are not competi ive. The governor talks often about the progress we
have made in this area, but the fact is that recent hikes in teacher salaries have barely moved the needle. Studies
document that Arizona now ranks 48th rather han 49th place among the 50 states.
The most troubling thing to say about Arizona education funding is that the disparities are by design, planned and enacted
on a party line vote by our Arizona Legislature. The most encouraging thing to say these inequities in educa ion is that hey
are not endorsed by the majority of Arizona voters. The majority know good schools benefit all of us by producing
employable graduates who pay taxes, raise families, and stay out of trouble. The majority know good schools and a
reliable workforce grow the economy by attracting new businesses to Arizona.
The most hopeful hing to say regarding educa ional inequities in Arizona is that the majority of voters were so fed up with
the Legislature’s failure to draft and pass educational reform that they took matters into their own hands. They drafted their
own bill, Prop 208, that addressed the problems and passed the measure on a bipar isan basis in 2020. This is reminiscent,
of course, of Prop 106, the citizen’s ballot initiative that created the Independent Redistric ing Commission in 2000. The
success of both initiatives demonstrates the majority of Arizonans want fairness and can and will work together to pass
legislation that benefits all of us.
The success of these citizen initia ives also begs he question: Why was the Arizona Legislature not responsive to this
voting majority? One possible answer is that our legislators are not hearing the voices of enough Arizonans when they visit
their districts. The task before us is to be sure they hear our voices going forward so we don’t have to do their work for
them.
A key takeaway from the success of Propositions 106 and 208 is that he collaboration necessary to pass legislation hat
benefits all Arizonans does not occur in silos inhabited only by “like-minded” folks. It happens when people wi h different
ideas and perspectives meet, when their paths cross, when they must explain and justify their positions to each other. One
way to make paths cross is to create voting districts that have somewhat equal representation. (Arizonans who want to see
this kind of collaboration at work need only watch public meetings of the Arizona Independent Redistricting Commission.)
An added benefit of drawing more inclusive voting districts is that potential candidates (and eventual winners) will be more
aware of and accountable to heir constituents’ diverse views.
In closing, let me address the concern par isans from both poli ical parties may raise, i.e., competitive districts will cause
party control to flip more often. It may, but if and when it does, it is likely to be because voters considered many ideas and
many candidates and the best prevailed. That’s a good thing. The best ideas should always take priority. Arizona is fairly
evenly divided among Republicans, Democrats, and Independents. It is time we unite to support good ideas.
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Angeline De Leon

Proposed Map

I am submitting a proposed congressional district map for consideration because I was unable to attend the listening tour
due to a scheduling conflict. Here is my proposed map: https://davesredistricting.org/join/9f69ea16-c5a9-4639-8932a11b6662e644
This map has three majority-minority districts that are all plurality Hispanic (≥45%). Additionally, the map minimizes splitting
cities to the extent possible. Phoenix is split 3 times (the minimum possible based on population). Of other larger
municipalities, only Mesa and Buckeye are split. Overall, four of the districts would probably be highly competitive. Here is
the partisan breakdown of the districts based on an aggregate of statewide elec ion results from 2016-2020:
District 1: 48.7R-48.6D
District 2: 61.1D-36.5R
District 3: 49.3D-48.3R
District 4: 67.7R-30.0D
District 5: 54.0R-43.6D
District 6: 49.9R-47.8D
District 7: 70.2D-27.4R
District 8: 56.7R-41.2D
District 9: 49.9R-47.8D

